If K/F is a finite extension of fields (characteristic not 2) then each non-trivial linear functional s: K -> F induces a Scharlau transfer s*: WK -> PFF on the Witt rings. When K = F(y/d) the kernel and image of s* are well known. We restrict our attention to separable odd degree extensions, where s* is surjective but little is known of ker s*. The map induced by inclusion r* : WF -> WK is injective and we view WF as a subring of WK. Then WK and ker s* are PFF-modules and our approach is module theoretic.
WF need not be noetherian and ker s* need not be finitely generated over WF. So the usual theory of prime ideals associated to modules must be replaced by the notion of attached primes (in the sense of Dutton). We show no P(a, p) is attached to ker s*, P(a) is attached iff a has more than one extension to K and IF is attached iff W t Kπ ker s* Φ 0. As a consequence, WK -WF iff each ordering on F extends uniquely to K and W t Kr\kQrs* = 0. Another consequence is that WK is finitely generated over WF if F has only finitely many orderings and IF is not attached to ker s*.
The main result deduced from the work on attached primes is that WK is not a projective WF -module if some ordering on F extends uniquely to K. WK may be projective, however, if F is real and no ordering extends uniquely. We present an example where K/F is Galois, F is real, both WK and WF noetherian rings and WK is a free WF-module. When F is non-real and non-rigid we show the same conditions (K/F Galois, WK and WF noetherian) implies WK is not a free WF-module. Weaker results hold under fewer restrictions on K/F. Horn (K, Fy denotes the non-trivial linear functional s : K -> F . The set of orderings on a field E is denoted X^. lϊ a e Xf then X(o ) = {/? G X/^l^li 7 = α}. For α€lf and an odd prime p we write P(a,p) for {r G ίFF|sgn α r = 0 (mod/?)} and P(α) = {re WF\sgn a r = 0}. These ideals, with IF = {r e ^F|dim r = 0 (mod 2)}, are the prime ideals of WF.
The first section gives basic results and several examples. The last section concerns the possible values of [G(K) : G(F)] when this is finite (here G(E)
W^i Proof.
(1) 5* is additive and if 0ekers* and reR then s*(rφ) = r5*(^) = 0. Thus ker 5* is a WjF-submodule of ίOΓ.
(2) There exists z e K' such that s(x) = t(zx) for all x e K. Then s*(0) = U{{z)φ) for all 0 e H^ϋ: and so ker 5* = (z) ker /*.
(3) Let φ € m{K/F) and z e K\ Define ί(jt) to be s(zx) for all x G K. Then 0 e ker U = {z) ker s*. (4) M(K/F) = Σ ker ί* = £ (z)ker 5* is the ideal generated by ker 5*.
(5) We may write K = F(x) since K is separable over F. Take t € Hom(#, F)' with ί(l) = 1 and t(x) = ••• = t{x n~x ) = 0 (n = [X : F]). Then U{\) = (1) by [15, II 5.8] .
(6) If 5*{1) = (1) then the exact sequence 0 -• ker s* -• WK -* WF -* 0 splits. This also proves (7) . D
There are few examples of Witt rings under odd degree extensions in the literature. We present several to illustrate the range of possible m{K/F) and M(K/F). EXAMPLES. (1) The definitions of m(K/F) and M(K/F) make sense for any finite extension F c K. Consider K = F(\fd) and define s : K-> F by s{\) = 0, s{yfd) = 1. Then ker 5* = r*{WF). [5, 2.12] . Note that if WF is Gorenstein (e.g., a group ring extension of a Witt ring of local type) then ann^f (ann^F(l, -d)) = ((1, -d)) and hence m(K/F) = 0 (cf. [9] ).
(2) Let F = Q2 and K = Qι{e) where e is a root of x 3 + 2. Then K'/K' 2 may be represented by the group generated by The last two equations imply dim r 2 = dim rj, = dim r 4 (mod 2). The first equation yields φ = (a, -3)r 2 + (β, -5>r 3 + ((α^> -χ)r 4 . When all r ( (2 < z < 4) are even dimensional then φ € I 2 K. When all r, are odd dimensional then d{φ) = 1 and again 0 e 7 2 AΓ. But 
The sequence 1 -^ C/ -• G(A") -> G(F) -• 1 is exact and splits since for ae F 
(-l) k m(l).
As N K / F (yz) = 1 we have each (1, -g(^z)) e /. Also (1 -(-l)*m)(l) G / by the proof of (2) Proof. The Claim shows that the only prime ideal to contain Proof.
(1) and (2) We remark that equality in (2.1)(1) can fail at either place for nonnoetherian R, cf. [10] . LEMMA 
Let M be a WF-submodule of WK. No P(a, p) is attached to M (where ae X?, p an odd prime).
Proof.
WK contains no odd dimensional zero-divisors, hence Proof. We need only show Att(Af) c Asf(M) by (2.1). Let P e Att(M). P is not any P{a,p) by (2.2) and if P = IF then P e Asf(Λf) by (2.3). So suppose P = P(a) for some a G X F . Then for some m eM ann WF (m) c P(a) and clearly P(α) is minimal over Proof. Suppose first that |ΛΓ(α)| > 1. Let β, γ e X(a) be distinct and choose e e 1C with e >β 0 and e < γ 0. We may assumê
(1) = (l) by (1.1) and (2.1). Thus x = (1, e) -s*(\, e) e ker 5* and sgn^x = 2 -sgn α 5*(l, e) while sgn ? x = -sgn α 5*(l, e).
Hence x g P(β) Π P(γ). We may assume x & P(β).
We claim ann^f(x) c P{a). Suppose r e WF and rx = 0. Then rx G P(/?) and so re P(β) Π WF = P{a). This proves the claim, and since P(a) is a minimal prime, shows P(a) E Asf(kers*) = Att(ker 5*).
Next, suppose P(ά) G Att(ker 5*). Assume, if possible, that \X(a)\ = 1. Denote by a also its unique extension to K. Suppose ann^^(x) C P(ά) for some x E ker 5*. We may assume s = WK/F by (2.1). Thus 0 = sgn α 5*(x) = sgn α ;c by [15, III 4.5] .
Hence x e P(a).
Let A = {δ G XA:|X G P(<5)} ^4 is clopen. The complement A 1 is clopen and so is B = ε K / F (A'), where ε K / F (Q) = Qf)F, by the Open Mapping Theorem [6, 4.9] . By the Normality Theorem [4, 3.2] , there exists an r G WF such that sgn^r = 0 if δ G B and sgn (5 
Proof.
We have 5*(x) = {N K / F {x)) by (1.3) and so 5* is a ring homomorphism. Then ker s* is an ideal which gives (2) 
The condition (2.3) telling when IF is attached to ker s* is not easy to check. We give some examples. For an example with IF g Att(ker 5*), consider the Pythagorean SAP field K with automorphism σ of odd order n constructed by Ware [16] . If F = K σ then K/F is Galois of degree n. As \X{P)\ > 1 for P e X F we have WK φ WF, while the fact that W t K = 0 implies IF g Att(ker s*).
In general, the property IF g Att(kers*) is restrictive. We close this section by examining some of its consequences. (
( 3. ker 5* as a projective module. Proof. We may assume s*(l) = (1) by (1.1). Then both parts follow from WK « WF Θ ker 5*. D
The trace of an i?-module M is:
We refer to [7] for basic facts about tr M. To complete the proof we need only check that every P(a), a e X F , is attached to WF, viewed as a Wi 7 -module. This would yield a contradiction to (2.5). Let a e X F and choose a > a 0 with a <£ F 2 . Then 0 ?έ (1, -α) e ann(l, α) and ann(l, a) c P(α). Since P(a) is a minimal prime ideal we have P(ά) e Att(WF). In the case that If no ordering on F extends uniquely to K (for example if K/F is Galois) then it is possible for ker s* to be WF -projective-even for WK to be WF-ϊrze. PROPOSITION 
There is a real field F and a Galois extension K of F of degree 3 such that:
(1) WF and WK are noetherian, and (2) WK is WF-free.
Proof. Let a = a\, aι, 0:3 be the roots of
. Note that Q(α)/Q is Galois. Let F be a maximal field in QnR not containing a (Q is the algebraic closure of Q). Also (3.5) is another example of a Pythagorean field with an automorphism of odd order (cf. [16] ).
We will show that the situation of (3. 
, where A is the group generated by the α/, iel.
Proof
We have WK = φ 7 WF φ t for some collection {φf e WK\i G /}. Clearly at least one φι, say φ\, is odd dimensional. For any even dimensional φj replace φj by φj -φ\. We may thus assume (1) and (2) hold.
Now G(K) = A . G(F) since if x e G(K) then (x)
= Σ nΦi and so x = det(x) = ± Π det(r;)α; G A G(F). We claim that by replacing some φi by aφi, α G G(.F), we may assume A n ^(i 7 ) = 1. This is clearer if we write the Z2-vector space G(K) additively. We wish to show that there exist <Z; (/ G /) in the subspace G(F) such that span {α/ + at \ i G /} n G(F) = {0}. Choose any complementary subspace G(F)'. Then every α z has a unique expression α, = α, + α| for some α z G G(F) and a! i e G(F)'. Use these α/. D PROPOSITION 
Suppose F is non-real and WK is a free WFmodule. Then for all f e G(F), f φ 1, we have D κ {\, -/) = D(lf)
Write WK = 0 7 WF φ t as in (3.6). Each odd dimensional form is a unit as F is non-real. Multiplication by φ^1 is an WF -module isomorphism and {φ[ ι Φi\i G /} satisfies (1), (2), (3) of (3.6). We may thus assume φ\ = (1). The result is clear if WK = WF so we may assume |/| > 2. Write G(K) = Ax G{F) as in (3.6) and let a G A. We have (a) = r\ (1) + Σ i>2 r iΦi ^ a^ r * (* ^ 2) are even dimensional then by determinants α G G{F), contradicting (3.6). We may thus assume ^ is odd dimensional. Since F is non-real, r 2 is a unit in WF. We have: [12] ). THEOREM 
Suppose F is non-real and G(F) is finite. Ifker s* is a finitely generated projective WF-module then either:
(
or 4 and C a group or exponent two.
WF is a local ring so ker 5*, hence WK, is finitely generated free. Suppose B{F) φ {±1}. Choose / e J?(F)\{±1}. (2) occurring.
We obtain a slightly weaker result if WF is not noetherian. 
Proof.
We have
Thus ((-ac, -da)) = «-W, -aβ)). Apply linkage [12, 1.14]: ((-ac, -da)) = ((-ac, -x)) = ((-bd, -x» = ((-bd, -aβ))
for some x e K\ Now x e Z>(1, -abed). \ϊ ac Φ bd then x e G(F) by (3. Proof. If \B(F)\ < oo then R is as described [12, 5.19] . Suppose 2?(F) is infinite. Let aeA, a φ 1. We will show a is bi-rigid.
Suppose α is not rigid (the argument for -a is similar). Then a G B(K) and for all / G 2?(F), fa is not bi-rigid. Hence there exist infinitely many / with fa not rigid (that is, if fa is rigid then -fa is not rigid). But A is finite, as WK is finitely generated over WF, so there exist distinct /, g in F and β G ^4\{1, a} such that bβ eD (l, - Proof. By induction on n. Suppose n = 2.
For n > 2 we have by induction: 
Proof.
Choose s e Hom(K, F) with s*(l) = (1). There is an x e G(K) with tr*(x) = s*(l) = (1). Now ( Hence the formula in (2) holds. (3) follows from (2) . o 
(l, -f) φ G(F). If x e G(F) -D F (\,-f)
then
